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OPERATICNS OF COMPANY B, 1ST BATTALICN, 2~TH lNFANTHr, 1ST 
lNFANTRY DIVISICN, OORlNG OPERATI<E CEDAR FALlS, REPUBLIC 
OF VIETNAM, 9-10 JANUARY 1967. (PERSQIAL EIPERmiCE OF A 
COMPANY COMMANDER.) 

lNTRODUCTICN 

The purpose of this paper is that of covering the coni:>at 

operations of a rifle COIIPaD;y" for a two day period in Vietnam to 

examine some problem areas encountered by the unit. The specific 

problems that will be considered are those that deal with the 

employment of the light machine....,gun organic to the rifle cOlllPany. 

The subject of the light machinegun is one of great inportance to 

the small unit infantryman, and the propar use of this weapon will 

substantial~ benefit the aparational effectiveness of the infantry 

unit. Since the problems that the cOlIPany faced occurred during 

quite normal operations in Vietnam, the discussion of the problems 

will make any infantryman who expects to go to Vietnam a more 

informed person who is capable of better performing his mssion. 

The cOlllPany that I will discuss is B Compan;y-, 1st Battalion, 

28th Infantry, a unit of the lst Infantry Division. The company 

activiUes took place during CEDAR FALlS, a II Field Force opera

tion that was conducted in January 1967. To give a better unde:r-

standing of the company's activities, the missions and general 

dispositions of some higher control headquarters nm.st be given. 

Elements of the lst Infantry Division, 25th Infantry Division, 11th 

Armored Cavalry Regiment, and l73rd Airborne Brigade took part in 

CEDAR FALlS. The area of operations was the Iron Triangle-Thanh 

Dien Forrestry Reserve, an area that had not previously known 

extensive United States ground operations. (Annex A) 3rd Bri-

gade of the 1st Infantry DiviSion conducted ope rations in the 

northern portion of the operational area. The mission of the 



3rd Brigade vas that of conducting a!l'JIIObils assaults from La! Khe 

and Dau Tieng into the Thanh Dien Forrestry Reserve, conducting 

search and destroy- ()J:erations in the area of operations, and evacu

ating all inhabitants within the area of operations. To accomplish 

this mission the 3rd Brigade air assaulted several battalions into 

the northern portion of the Thanh Dien Forrestry Reserve on 

9 January 1967. One of the battalions vas the 1 - 28th Infantry • 

• stu<tr of the terra:ln of this area showed that the jungle 

consisted of dense undergrowth lihich would hamper foot movenent of 

troops and would limit visibility in most areasto about ten meters. 

The area was void of prominent terrain features and was lIIIIinl;y' flat 

jungle. 

Several open areas were located around the limits of the 

forrestry reserve but these areas were stream, beds and swamps. 

If the terrain would be difficult, the weather would be ideal for 

operations since the month of January falls in the ~riod of the 

northeast monsoon and is a dry month in the III Corps Tactical 

Zone. Air and artillery support would not be limited by the wea

ther. Streams and swamps would be as dry as they ever would be. 

The terrain would favor enel1\V operations, but the weather would 

faven: friendl;y opEll"ations. 

Intelligence sources indicated that the area was a haven for 

the Viet Cong dlle to the absence of previous ground operations 

there. Headquarters of the Viet Gong Military Region IV was 

located in the area of ()J:erations. Thers vas also a vast network 

of logistical bases consisting of food, 8JIIIIIW1ition and lJII!Idical 

storage facilities. All base areas were expected to be defended 

by small units, but no major force was know to habituall;y occupy 

this zone. 
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The background information vas plentiful and proved to be 

quite accurate. The unite of the 1 - 28th also had sufficient 

tilllEl to prepare for the oparation. The battalion was in itlS perma

nent base carq;> at Fhuoc Vinh on the 6th of January when the order 

vas issued by battalion. The companies had until 8 January to pre

pare for the operation since on the 8th, the battalion would move 

to D8J1 Tieng by fixed wing aircraft in preparation for the air 

assault on the 9th. The mssion of the battalion vas that of con

ducting an air alSsault into rz5 on the 9th (Annex B) and establish

ing blocking positions during the night of the 9th prior to moving 

south on search and destroy operations the following day. On the 

second night, the battalion would occupy an old patch of rubber to 

cut out a ten helicopter landing zone. A total of 60 helicopters 

would be available for the assault so that the entire battalion 

would be on the ground wi thin :five minutelS. C Company vould 

assault first followed by B Conpany, ele.lnts of the headquarters, 

and A Company in that order. Once on the ground, the conpades 

vere to lIIO'Ie to their night defensive positions, make contact on 

their flanks with the flank battalions, arxl. prepare the defensive 

positions. The reconnaissance platoon was to search the voodline 

to the north of the landing zone and return to the C Conpany 

defensive position. During the Ddght ambush patrols would cover 

the areas between companies to tighten a cordon in the north and 

prevent Viet Cong movement in that direction. On the late afternoon 

or 8 January, the battalion landed in D$ Heng where it vould spend 

the evening and make last minute preparations for the air assault 

on the 9th. 
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N ARRATICIl" 

The weather on the 9th was excellent as predicted. The.JRo 

bars of' B Company were expadencing .the normal pre-air assault 

tension and were therefore reserved as the cOllpany formed for the 

helicopter pickup. Our battalion was the last of 3rd Brigade units 

to conduct the air assault so it was nearl;y 1130 hours when the 

helicopters arrived at the pickup zone. The pickup was accomplish

ed Without incident, ani a quick radio check With the platoons 

confirmed that everything was proceeding according to pIal. After 

a short flight, the C Company cOlllJllllllder reported on the battalion 

radio net that his first unit on the landing zone did not draw 

enel1\Y fire, and Within seconds the first lift of B COJlllany helicop

ters was on the ground. The first lift of B Company helicopters 

delivered the 1st Platoon which marked and secured the company 

assembly area withOut incident. The remainder of the company fol

lowed and scrambled into the thick jungle as quickly as possible 

to accomplish the assenbl;y on the ground. 

Upon completion of the air assault. and assembl;y phases of the 

operation, the company started moving to the planned night defen

sive position. The movement of a company size unit through an 

area of limited visibility is a most difficult job. One good way 

to organize for such a movement is described in the follOlling 

sentences. The platoon is organized into a platoon column forma

tion with a squad. the platoon headquarters. the machineJUllS, a 

second squad, the platoon sergeant)aM the last squad in that 

order. The lead !Squad is broken down by fire team so that one fire 

team is the scout element) and the remainder of the squad forms the 

front of the main body of the platoon. (Annex C) The scouts 

move forward of the platoon from 50 to 100 meters to perform a 
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reconnaissance of the area over whieh the platoon will travel. 

When the scouts have reached the desired distance to the front, 

the main body of the platoon moves forward to meet them. Upon 

visual contact, the scouts again move to the front. Flank 

securit,y is provided by elements of the second rifle squad in the 

column. This squad can send up to a fire team to either side to 

accomplish the mission of flank security. The flsnk securit,y ele

ments depart the platoon formation at an angle, travel in the same 

general direction as the platoon, and close back to the platoon 

after describing a clover leaf type route. The flank security tra

vels to a distance of 100 reters from the main body of the platoon 

before starting on the return trip. The period that the plaoon is 

balted while the scouts are making their reconnaissance to the front 

allows sufficient time for the flank security to perfol'll! its miSSion. 

The flanks cover a greater distance than does the main body/and 

therefore they require more time fot' movement. This formation pro

vides good security for movement through areas of limited visabil

it,y, but it is difficult to control even though the basic formation 

is a colUlItl of squads. .ls simple as the scount and flank security 

missions appear, it takes a good deal of practice to enable a unit 

to move exactly right. To help control the formation, the scouts, 

flanks, squad leaders, platoon sergeant, and platoon leader should 

have radios on the same frequency. If a sufficient number of 

radios are not available, the lead squad leader, platoon sergeant" 

and platoon leader IIIIlBt have radios. This was the case in B 

Company as it moved to the night defensive position. 

The lead squad leader is responsible .for the scouts, of 

courSe, and mu.st support them if they get in trOUble. To do this. 

he has a fire team and hiJrlBelf. This is a small .force with limited 

.fire pOiler to accomplish such a mission against mostly an unknown 

size force that is normally hard to see. The only weapon that the 
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platoon has that 15 capable of supp~ the great volume of fire 

necessary to gain fire l5uperiorit;r quickly is the machineJun. In 

dense jungle with limited vis ability, support from the middle of 

the platoon takes a long time to place correctly. A machinELJUn 

under the control of the le ad squad leader can be employed quickly 

by the squad leader to support his plans for developing the situa

tion and protecting the scouts. The lead squad should have a 

machine gun in such a situation. The platoon leader m:ight 11811 

still need two machim guns with which to maneuver and to support 

by fire, but this will be discussed later in the paper. 

Since the company had only two machine guns per platoon, the 

platoon leaders chose to keep them under platoon control. The 

company moved from the assembly area to the night defensive posi

tion without incident. A patrol was sent to the east to make con

tact with the battalion on the east flank. Local security wa5set 

up well to the front of the proposed perimeter and the leaders 

began organizing the ground for the optimum defense. Along with 

the mission of setting up a company blOCking position, the company 

was told to set up two ambush patrols that would add to the block

ing potential of the battalion. The loss of the men and weapons 

that were required to support two ambush patrols severely limited 

the ability of the company to successfully defend a perillleter. 

What are the requirements of an ambush patrol? The organi

zation of an ambush patrol varies with the expected enellV threat. 

the terrain and the distance of the ambush site from the company 

perimeter. If the enellG' forces in the operational area are 

large, the ambush patrol must have sufficient size and firepower 

to accomplish its mission and have any kind of a chance of return

ing from the mission. A rifle squad and a machinegun team is a 

force that has the firepower required to engage a substantial 

enellV force. An ambush patrol of lesser size and without a 
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machinegun does not have the combat power to accolllPlish its mis

sion. A larger force could be used, but two such forces put a 

real strain on the company perimeter. Two squads and two machine~ 

gun teams were chosen to occupy allbush sites on the flanks of the 

company. 

Since two machinegun te~s were not available for defense of 

the perimeter, the company had only fout guns that were available 

for the perimeter. Under such circumstances conunanders l1Dl5t give 

careful thought to the placement of the four remaining guns since 

it is extremely difficult to obtain interlocking fields of fire. 

Avenues of approach must be evaluated and priorities assigned.to 

the avenues of approach if all approaches can not be covered by 

machin'l}11n fires. An added problem to consider is that of poor 

fields of fire. If the jungle is thick, a field of fire nay be cut 

for the machine gun, but this cleared area can seldom be made to 

extend the length of the effective range of the gun. The poor 

fields of fire and the reduced number of machine guns severly limit 

the fire power available to the company. A malfunction of one or 

more weapons, or a casualty by enenu fire makes interlocking fields 

of fire by the machineguns impossible to achieve. On 9 January 

some extra machineguns were critically needed. Three guns per pla

toon would have solYed many problems. 

The night passed without incident/and after checking around 

the perimeter to a distance of )50 meters to make sure no enenu 

activity had taken place during the night, the company was ready 

to mo\'e to the south. A lII!lssage from the battalion conunander 

alerted the c01llP8I!iY that between its present location and the plot 

of rubberJl~ a fortified area of some sort. While making a recon

naissance of the battalion area in a light observation helicopter, 
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the comma:nder picked up some bunkers. B Company would move to the 

base area while C Company would .pass to the west of the base area 

so that two companies were not too closely involved in the same 

area. Supporting fires could be more easily employed if the area 

were less crowded. A Company would move to the new :battalion loca

tion and would not get involved in the base camp. 

With the knowledge that some type of fortified area lay to the 

front, the company moved out of the old night defensive position. 

The 2nd Platoon was leading, followed u.r headquarters, 3rd Platoon, 

Weapons PlatoQn,and 1st Platoon in that order. Besides moving to 

and seareiling out the base area, the company was to cover as JIIIllh 

ground as poss:ible while moving south. Periodicall;r the company 

stopped and sent squads out to a distance of 2,0-300 meters on 

both flanks to cover the ground on foot. During one of these stops 

the 1st Platoon leader reported that his search element had located 

a large rice storage area. The leader was ordered to take his pla

toon to the rice and destroy it as best he could; the company minus 

continued toward the fortified area. 

By llOO hours the scouts of the lead platoon reported bunkers 

to their front. The 2nd Platoon leader was ordered to move with 

caution into the area. The leader soon reported that there were 

several bunkers connected by a north-south trench system in the 

area. The bunkers were large, 12' by 12', with thick overhead 

cover. The area was apparentl;r unoccupied, but an extensive search 

was necessary since the bunkers had tunnels of unknown length lead

ing from them. The trench line and bunker complex seemed to end 

both on the north and south and seemed to be a single line. The 

2nd and 3rd Platoons were ordered to outpost the complEIX in a peri

meter type fashion while the Weapons Platoon was ordered to search 

the area. (Annex D) 
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While the area was being secured 3I'ld the 'Weapons eratoon 

began to search it, the 1st Platoon reported that it had located 

and destroyed about three tons of rice land since there was nothing 

elBe in the area it was ready to move to the company's location. 

The plat.oon was ordered to rejoin the company,; all units were noti

fied of the approach of the 1st Platoon. The Weapons Platoon found 

several 55-gallon drums of lubricant and fuel and two generators. 

So far, the bunkers had produced nothing but some tables, chairs, 

and bicycles. The Weapons Platoon continued to search. 

While the 1st Platoon was rejoining the company, the battalion 

commander located several more bunkers about 200 IlE>ters to the west 

of the present company location. The 1st Platoon was ordered to 

continue to the west to search the area. The remainder of the 

company continued to search the initial bunker area. The lBt Pla

toon moved slOirly to the west with scouts out to the front. It was 

1215 hours and everything was progressing satisfactOrily. 

Shots from the 1st Platoon area broke the silence. The platoon 

]sader reported that the firing came from the front of his platoon, 

and that he was checking on the situation. A short time later the 

platoon leader reported that his scouts had been fired on and 

apparently two were hit; he did not know how badly they were hit. 

1n the dense jungle the scouts had apparently moved right up to 

several bunkers before they had seen the bunkers and had been taken 

under fire at very short range. The remainder of the platoon had 

deployed and returned fire, but as yet were unsuccessful in trying 

to reach the ecouts. The enell\Y situa tion was still vague. The 

platoon ]sader estimated that five or six Viet Cong were occupying 

several bunkers to the front of the platoon. AlthOUgh the platoon 

leader could see only two bunkers, he estimated that there were 
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several more because when the two bunkers were taken under fire, 

the enellW continued to return fire. AttemPts to reach the scouts 

by fire arrl maneuver were unsuccessful. The platoon sergeant was 

hit in the leg during one such atte~t. The platoon's JDOlISntum 

came to a halt. The 3rd Platoon was ordered to move to the rear 

of the 1st Platoon and to stand by there. 

The problem at hand vas not as simPle as it first appeared. 

The enellW force was apparently no more than five or six veIl 

entrenched ene~. This was a problem in itself. How much should 

the cOmPany sacrifice to kill such a small force? The visibility 

was quite limited, With ten lISters being a good estimate. The 

l:imited visibility presented a problem in organizing the firepower 

of the platoon. The people on the flanks had no idea what they 

were firing at Since they could not see the only visible bunkers. 

It vas also difficult to mass a great deal of firepower into a 

small area. The flanks of the ene~ had not been discovered. 

Thie was also due to the limited visibili"!;y. One of the biggest 

problems, however, was the fact that air and artiller,y could not 

be brought in close enough to damage the ene~. The casualties 

were in the open not ten lISters from the ene~ lruookers so that the 

ene~ was well covered while the friendly ele ments had no cover 

at all. (Annex E) 

The contact had been going on long enough for an observer to 

quickly look over the situation arrl grasp the facts. The decision 

was that of sending the 3rd Platoon to the south flank with the 

mission off locating the flank, moving around the flank, and making 

the present enellW positions untenable. With the 3rd Platoon on 

th+ove, let lIS point out the enellW fieldS of fire to indicate 

his skill in the defense. The fields of fire lnJrI!I cut so that a 

man in an upright position would not be able to notice them. 
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Brush was cut away from ground level to a height of about three 

feet. The higher vegetation was bent over the out out portion'to 

form a tunnel effect. When somebo~ orossed the field of fire, he 

was v1.sible from the waist down, although he was unaware of this 

fact and had the impression that he was still fighting through the 

jungle. The two 1st Platoon scouts were hit below the waist 

initially. One was not hit again while the other was shot in the 

head after falling down. 

The 3rd pla toon moved about 75 meters south of the flank of 

the 1st PI:;toon without contaot so it started to the west to aooom

plish its mission. (Annex F) After getting about 20 meters to 

the west it too came under fire and suffered two oasualties. These 

casualties also were not able to be retrieved easily. Time was run

ning out since the people who were wounded initially had to be given 

aid quickly. The platoons still could not bring full combat power 

to the desired areas due to poor v1.sibility. The 2nd PJ;toon was 

ordered forward. The platoon's machineguns were given to the 3rd 

Platoon and the rest of the platoon was ordered to stay in the rear 

to assist with the casualties. The 3rd Platoon and ~2t"',." Platoon 

machineguns fired together to produce a heavy volume of fire in a 

limited area. This fire power plus som smoke grenades apparently 

caused the enell\Y to lose his good observation since the 3rd Platoon 

casualties were removed from the line of contact. The platoon dis

engaged and moved to the rear of the first plat oon. The same tactics 

were employed in the first platoon area and resulted in a similar 

outcom. All oasualties were removed from the front, however, three 

more casualties were suffered in the process. 

With the casualties out of the way, the platoons moved about 

50 meters to the rear and air and artillery were brought in on 
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the area. After a thorough bombardment of the positions, the 2nd 

plmon was ordered to lead a sweep through the bunker system. The 

first lire of bunkers had not been hit, but the bunkers to the rear 

had been destroyed. The destroyed bunkers were not dug up and no 

bodies were found in thts area or in the first line of bunkers. 

The results of the encounter were quite disappointing in terms of 

dead Viet Cong and dead AlII3ricans. Four sold1ers died as a result 

of the encounter. The base area that was opened up, however, 

proved to be extrelll31y fruitful. Apparently, the area was a hospi

tal and rest area. Medical supplies were great in quantity and 

were confiscated to be given to the Vietnamese ArJII1. Operating 

equipment and surgical supplies were discovered in tunnels and 

bunkers as well as stacks of clothes, supplies and documents. The 

company stayed in the area for two days and continued to uncover 

supplies. Comat engineer vehicles were brought in to destroy the 

bunkers, but the area was so extensive that they could not tho

roughly complete the job in two days. The company then moved on 

to continue CEDAR FALIS with operations farther to the south. 

ANAtlSIS AND CRITICISM 

The purpose of this paper as stated in the Introduction was 

that of discussing the machinegun and its employment during combat 

operations in Vietnam. The combat example brought out areas 

where the IlBchinegun proved its worth to the rifle company. I 

believe that the machinegun has not only proved itself to be one 

of the rifle company's· greatest assets, but also has perfol'llBd 

so well that a hard look should be given to increasing the nullt

ber of weapons per platoon to three. 

In the defensive llituation the advantage of the three extra 



guns in the company are readily apparent. Extra 8IIIIlIUllition can be 

flown in for the night perimeter defense/and then flown out the 

next day before the compmy moves out on operations. The mobility 

question does not effect the situation significantJ¥. Ambush 

patrols can be sent out from the perimeter without lowering the 

combat power of the company perimeter to a marginal level. Inter

lOCking fields of fire can be more easiJ¥ obtained. Even with two 

guns outside the pf!l"imeter, the company still has seven guns inside 

the perimeter. Two guns could possib~ be employed in pairs along 

the mos t dangerous avenue of approach. The third gun per platoon 

necessitates more qualified machine~ersJ the training and person

nel requirements are increased. These aspects are disadvantages, 

but to the man on the ground the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. 

In the offense the value of the third machinegun might be con

sidered more doubtful. The thinking might be that since the infantry 

is normall¥ gOing through the bushes. trees. or jungle, the machine

gun can not support from a base of fire. I submit that just such 

a situation calls for maximm firepower right with the platoon. 

The platoon or company operating under conditions of limited visi

bility in jungle terrain has a good chance of having to use its 

organic firepower alone to accomplish a mission. An example was 

seen durinC the company operations in CEDAR FALLS. 

~ doctrine for operations in areas of limited visibility 

can be found in FM 7-15. The iimited visibility is due to dark

ness. fog or smoke and therefore is slightly different than the 

limited visibility encountered in jungle areas. The idea that the 

machinegun is attached to the squad for added firepower during the 

night attack can be applied to jungle operations. The lead squad, 

or squads. in a sweep operation need the added firepower to give 
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them sane flexibility in maldng decisions. I believe that the 

platoon leader can use two additional machineguns10r three for the 

platoonl as well in the offense as in the defense. The combat 

example portrayed just such a situation. 

The lIlObi.lity of the present light machinegun has proven to 

be sufficient to kBep up with the mobility of the squad, platoon, 

or company. The 100istical problem is more difficult while in the 

offense. The unit must carry enough lIIIIIIIWlition to mal!8 a third 

machine gun profitable, and it is true that each man in the platoon 

will have to carry soma machinegun ammunition. With suitable canvas 

covers, however, the rifleman can carry a belt of 100 rounds with

out unacceptable strain. With each man carrying 100 rounds and 

with the machine gun team carrying its ammunition, the platoon has 

sufficient ammunition for the three guns. Resupply of ammunition 

by air can also be accomplished in most areas if the ground situa

tion warrents it. 

Still another problem area brought about by the added machine

gun is the problem of control. The problem occurs especially if 

the guns are attached to the squads. In jungle areas, the control 

problem does exist. Because control is quite difficult, however, 

it is just as easy for one squad leader to control his two fire 

teams and a machinegun team than it is for the squad. and a separate 

machinegun not to know where each other are in some dense area. 

The problem of span of control will always be around, but the con

trol of two fire teams plus a machine gun has been handled success

fully many times in the past and certainly is not an impossible 

task. The platoon leader can also handle the extra machine gun at 

his level. 
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Both on offense and on defense the advantages of having three 

machineguns per platoon out-weigh the tactical disadvantages when 

considering an infantry unit moving through vegetated terrain. 

TRAlNlNG IMPLICATICNS 

1. The machinegun teams of the rifle company IIJIlst train with 

the rifle squads as IIJIlch as possible to develop a teamwork that 

will be beneficial in various combat operations. 

2. The infantry rifle cOlIIPany should have the added organic 

firepower that three machineguns per platoon affords. This state

ment is true especially in areas of limited visibility, but perhaps 

can be expanded to any nCfl-mechanized infantry organization. 
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